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Recommendations 

 

“Ken is a superb leader and project manager. These are consistent trademarks over his career at 
Merck. In particular, he excels in the execution of large, complex projects. One example was an 
assignment that Ken was asked to lead an effort to re-structure a supply chain that supported a 
major product. The project involved multiple plants (all around the globe), multiple technical 
transfers, regulatory filings, capital projects (including one using new innovative construction 
technology) and a very time sensitive timeline. The schedule and complexity were enormous – but 
Ken directed the team to exceed all expectations. This was due in large part to Ken’s superior 
leadership (communication, style, constructive conflict resolution, etc.) combined with superior 
skills in project management (project timelines, schedules, critical activities). I highly recommend 
Ken, and that is why he developed the reputation as “the go to person” for any critical, complex 
project.” 

Reference: Michael King, Ph.D, Senior VP, Science & Technology, Merck & Co. Inc., April 1, 2009 

 “Ken has an excellent record of successfully leading large-scale, complex projects throughout his 
career. He did an excellent job in coordinating the set-up of the Program Realization Office to 
implement major strategic and transformational change initiatives within the Merck Manufacturing 
Division and subsequently managing its day-to-day operations. He also co-led development of the 
Manufacturing division’s balanced scorecard, performance metrics and business performance 
review process to reflect and drive the division’s strategy. He led several very large and complex 
capital/process startup projects for MMD, which were always characterized by a thoroughness, 
transparency and attention to detail that ultimately led to alignment and success. Ken is recognized 
as a team player who builds solid relationships and communicates openly. He is very organized and 
adept at integrating many moving parts into a cohesive plan which he diligently manages to timely 
completion. He is professional, courteous and customer focused.” 

Reference: John Markels, Ph.D, VP, EMEA Operations, Merck & Co., Inc., March 1, 2009 

“Ken Ryan has an impressive mix of industry knowledge and technical skills which attracts others to 
follow his lead. He is extremely professional, competent and results driven. I worked with Ken when 
he was the operations lead for Merck's Manufacturing Division during the launch of the largest 
transformation the company had ever taken on at that point in time. Ken was responsible for 
organizing multiple sets of complex activities so that diverse groups had clear direction. He executed 
with grace. Even during stressful situations, Ken always remained calm. He could be counted on for 
order and direction. Ken always delivered. I am delighted to endorse Ken and would welcome an 
opportunity to work with him again.”  

Reference: Susan Orzeck, Ph.D, Director, Change Management, Merck & C. Inc., March 3, 2009 

 



 

 

“Throughout his career Ken has been recognized for his leadership and collaboration among team 
members, comprehensive and detailed analysis, and his ability to implement strategic solutions. Ken 
managed very large, international, pharmaceutical supply chain projects with exceptional attention 
to detail resulting in strong project execution and delivery.”   

Reference: Keith Bauer, Senior Director, COMET (SAP) Project, Merck & Co., Inc., April 20, 2009 

“Ken established a great working relationship with the consultants and successfully integrated their 
activities with the client’s PRO team and Strategic Initiative leaders through regular governance 
meetings to execute a complex strategic plan. He has an open management style that is effective in 
creating a positive team environment focused on performance. Ken brings a lot to the table through 
his experience of pharmaceutical operations, his global perspective, organizational skills and 
attention to detail.” 

Reference: Jana Miles, Director, Conner Partners, March 2, 2009 

“I have had the pleasure of working with Ken as a colleague over many years and across many 

projects. Ken is a superb project manager of complex projects and always delivers. He has excellent 

leadership skills and can manage diverse and multi-cultural teams flawlessly. Ken has wide ranging 

experience in the pharm industry in many parts of the world and would be an asset to any company 

or project.”  

Reference: Liam Murphy, VP, Corporate Quality, Environment, Health and Safety at Amgen, August 16, 2009 

“I have known Ken as a colleague for many years. The extensive range of experience which he has 

had at Merck amply demonstrates Ken's great strengths - his strong leadership in line and project 

management assignments, his adaptability, formidable capacity for work and capacious command 

of details. As a team member he has proven himself again and again to be exceptional. These skills 

have repeatedly caused senior Merck management to apply his skills to an ever widening range of 

difficult tasks in a rapidly evolving industry.” 

Reference: Ray O’Donnell, Ph.D, Managing Partner, Elsinore Pharma Consulting LLC, July 23, 2009 

 

“Ken Ryan brings a wealth of experience to managing large and medium sized projects. His 
experience includes many international assignments and he is well versed on delivering projects 
across multiple cultures. I always value Ken's council on practical approaches to managing projects, 
especially when the project is large in scale or international in nature.” 

Reference: Jeff Brown, Project Manager, COMET (SAP) Project, Merck & Co., Inc., March 2, 2009 

   


